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Overview

• Background 

• Review: key points from “Posters That Pop”

• Discussion of some posters with CDC authors

– Strengths

– Suggestions

• Discussion of more such posters if time allows

• Some resources

• Questions and answers



Background



A Little About My Background



Some Aspects of My Background

• MD/MPH focusing on science communication

• Teacher of science writing, science editing,  and 
related subjects

• Coordinator of science journalism MS program

• First author: newest edition of How to Write and 
Publish a Scientific Paper

• Past recipient of fellowship to evaluate EIS course 

• It’s good to be back!



Recap: Some Key Points from
“Posters That Pop”



Some Key Points

• Keep the poster (and images in it) simple.

• Emphasize the visual.

• Beware of making text and images too small.

• Organize the poster logically.

• Include ample white space.

• Make the title large enough.

• Don’t write the title in all capital letters.



More Key Points

• In general, use graphs, not tables.

• Remember to label each image.

• Where feasible, use bulleted or numbered 
lists rather than paragraphs.

• If paragraphs are used, keep them short.

• Don’t right-justify.

• Include contact information.



Discussion of Some Posters



Discussion of Some Posters

• The posters for discussion

– From the internet

– Include CDC authors

• The procedure

– Identify strengths (Please type in your points.)

– Then make suggestions (Ditto.)



What are some strengths of this poster?



Some Strengths

• Engaging title

• Attractive, cohesive color scheme

• Use of color to differentiate types of text

• Logical organization

• Sufficient white space

• Not too much text; also, text broken up

• Relatively simple images

• Human interest (photos of people)

• Other 



What suggestions do you have?



Some Suggestions

• Consider using capital letters less.

• Perhaps provide contact information.

• Other 



What are some strengths of this poster?



Some Strengths

• Logical organization

• Cohesive color scheme

• Use of bulleted lists rather than paragraphs

• Use of simple images

• Inclusion of contact information

• Other 



What suggestions do you have?



Some Suggestions

• Consider simplifying the title.

• In areas with colored background, make sure 
there’s enough contrast with the text.

• To help clarify the structure, perhaps use less 
line spacing within blocks of text than 
between blocks of text.

• Other 



What are some strengths of this poster?



Some Strengths

• Large enough type

• Cohesive color scheme

• Simple tables and figures

• Use of red to highlight main conclusions

• Inclusion of contact information

• Other 





Some Suggestions

• Try to include more white space.

• Try to break up blocks of text, for example by 
including some bullets.

• Consider whether the tables really belong in 
the methods section.

• Make the graphs two-dimensional rather than 
three-dimensional.

• Other





Some Strengths

• Well-balanced design, with tables and figure 
in center panel and text in side panels

• Use of color to help make subheadings stand 
out

• Use of bulleted text rather than paragraphs

• Cohesive color scheme

• Other 





Some Suggestions

• Try to include more white space.

• Consider whether it is clear enough what the 
lines in the graph represent.

• Other 



What are some strengths of this poster?



Some Strengths

• Inclusion of flowchart

• Good focus: results presented in middle panel

• Good parallelism: each study presented in the 
same way

• Concise statement of conclusions

• Other



What suggestions do you have?



Some Suggestions

• Perhaps word title more readably (an option:  
“Treatment of _____: Systematic review . . . ”)

• Perhaps increase the type size of the title.

• Try to put the flowchart higher on the poster.

• Make sure that text blocks have ample 
margins at the top, bottom, and sides.

• Other 



What are 

some 

strengths of 

this poster?



Some Strengths

• Large, easy-to-read type in title

• Inclusion of subheadings within sections

• Use of bulleted text rather than paragraphs

• Inclusion of limitations section

• Other 



What suggestions 

do you have?



Some Suggestions

• Consider using a more harmonious color scheme.

• Try to make the poster less cluttered.

• Consider structuring the poster in an easier-to-follow 
way.

• Especially if the current structure is retained, 
consider making the section headings more 
prominent.

• Other 



More Posters for Potential 
Consideration













Some Resources



Some Resources

• “Designing Conference Posters” 
(http://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design) 

• “Creating Effective Poster Presentations” 
(https://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/index.html)

• “Tips for Designing Better Research Posters” 
(https://old.elsevier.com/connect/infographic-tips-
for-designing-better-research-posters ) (infographic)

• “Better Posters: A Resource for Improving Poster 
Presentations” (http://betterposters.blogspot.com/) 
(blog containing poster critiques)

http://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design
https://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/index.html
https://old.elsevier.com/connect/infographic-tips-for-designing-better-research-posters
http://betterposters.blogspot.com/


Questions and Answers
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Thank You!


